
Time allowed around 80 minutes
Distance around 5.5  km
Calorie consumption around 240  kcal
Number of steps around 7860  steps

Nearest Station JR Ukima-Funado Sta. 

Tokyo Metropolitan Government Health Promoting characterKENKOUDESUKA-MAN

* These are estimates given for a person, weight 60kg, moving at 4km per hour, 
   walking 10 min.=30kcal, one step=70cm.

Metropolitan Ukima Park
Visitors can enjoy the seasonal changes, such as cherry blossoms and 
azaleas in spring, hydrangeas during the rainy season, and beginning in early 
winter, as many as 8,000 ducks and other migratory birds.

The row of cherry trees that line the approximately 700 meters from 
Suwajinja-mae to Hachiman-shogakko-mae creates a splendid cherry 
blossom tunnel that covers the 20-meter-wide road when the trees bloom.

Recommended Site

Cherry Tree-Lined Road in Front of Tokyo-Kita Medical Center

Icons: Shrines and Temples Parks Other

Follow traffic rules.
Be aware of automobiles and bicycles.
Share the road with other walkers and pedestrians.
Take your trash home.

Walking etiquette
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JR Ukima-Funado Sta. 
　　▼ 
Metropolitan Ukima Park 
　　▼
Cherry Tree-Lined Road in Front of Tokyo-Kita Medical Center 
　　▼ 
Akabane Ryokudo Park (Park Bridge) 
　　▼
Akabane Nature Observation Park
　　▼ 
JR Akabane Sta.

Route Description

©Google

Highlight Ukima Park

Kita Route A: Ukima-Funado ~  Kita-Akabane ~  Akabane
City



Icons: Shrines and Temples Parks Other

Akabane Ryokudo Park (Park Bridge)
A walking path style park build on the former site of a service line for the old 
Japanese National Railway. There are many sights to see, including seasonal 
flowers and greenery, and brick bridges.

One purpose of the park is to restore natural groves where insects and wild 
birds are nurtured. The park utilizes the valley-like terrain and springs to 
create an environment where visitors can get close to nature.

Recommended Site

Akabane Nature Observation Park

A nice detour for a spring walk
Along Arakawa river you will find a beautiful field of pink moss phlox flowers. 
The field extends about 500 meters long, making it the largest in the 23 wards 
of Tokyo.


